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Abstract. This paper presents the timed Generalized Differential Petri Nets (GDPN) a class of Petri nets, that 
are accepted the negative-continuous place capacity, negative real values for continuous place marking and 
negative marked-dependent arc cardinalities. A Visual Hybrid Petri Nets (VHPN) software tool that offers a 
graphical user interface has been developed and described for visual simulation of GDPN. The continuous 
transitions of the net are fired with speeds that are piecewise constants or marked-dependent variable. 
Keywords: Generalized Differential Petri Nets, hybrid systems, software tool, modelling. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Researches in the aria of specification, modeling 
and simulation of parallel hybrid systems aim at 
verification, coherence and speed up of systems 
development, starting from requirement capture, 
high level and low level specification up to final 
prototyping. These goals are achieved through 
verification, translation and refinement of formal 
models. They can be applied to large dynamic 
information and computer systems. 
Among the formalisms that are used, Petri nets 
(PN) are the most popular. A number of differ-
ent classes of PN have been proposed [1, 2, 3, 4, 
5]. Hybrid Petri nets (HPN) are PN based mod-
els in which some places may hold a discrete 
number of tokens and places a continuous quan-
tity represented by a real number. Timed HPN 
were introduced in [3], were extended to include 
non-determinism both for firing times and rate 
of continuous transitions. Enabled continuous 
and discrete transitions may then fire according 
to their firing speeds or time delays, respec-
tively.   
To make design issues and procedures more 
transparent, we tried to deviate as little as possi-
ble from the concepts and tenets of HPN. Thus, 
we created our extension building on relevant 
previous works: HPN, and Generalized Timed-T 
Discrete Petri nets [2]. The result is anew type of 
HPN with we call Generalized Differential Petri 
Net (GDPN), and is able to represent continuous 
systems and discrete systems in a common 

model. The novel features of GDPN are ac-
cepted the negative-continuous place capacity, 
negative real values for continuous place mark-
ing and negative token-dependent arc cardinal-
ities, that permit to generalize the concept of 
HPN and Differential Petri Nets [5].  
The GDPN structure is formed by three kinds of 
discrete and continuous objects: places, transi-
tions and arcs. Places represent some kind of 
resources, transitions denote actions or events 
that happen in the system (and arcs link the first 
two kinds of objects together, implementing the 
logic of the GDPN; they assign actions to re-
sources, and vice versa. Certainly this is only a 
basic set of objects. Though their structures are 
simple, analysis of HPN is very complicated 
thing. There are several groups all over the 
world working on analysis of Petri nets, and cer-
tainly there is a bunch of modelling software 
packages [6,7,8]. Most tools provide a graphical 
user interface for the convenient drawing and 
editing of the model. They usually include 
analysis components for one or several classes 
of models. But still there is not such a program 
that would satisfy everyone’s needs, both com-
mercial and educational, so we decided to start 
developing our own software for modeling 
GDPN, and called it the Visual Hybrid Petri 
Nets (VHPN). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 
we describe the model definition of generalized 
timed GDPN. Subsequently in Section 3 we 
considered the VHPN tool overview. Visual 
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simulation facility of timed GDPN in VHPN is 
presented in Section 4. Conclusions are drawn in 
Section 5. 
 
2.  Generalized Timed Differential Petri nets 
 
Various extensions have been made to the 
framework of timed HPN since its in [1, 2, 3, 5]. 
The definition of generalized GDPN with cus-
tomary notation is derived from [2, 3, 5].  
Definition 1. A GDPN structure is a 14-tuple  
ΓH = < P, T, Pre, Post, Test, Inh , Kp , Kb, G, Pri, 

M0, θ , W, V >, where: 
•  P is the finite set of places partitioned into a 
set of discrete places PD, and a set of continuous 
places PC , P=PD∪PC , PD ∩PC =∅ . The dis-
crete places may contain a natural number of 
tokens, while the marking of a continuous place 
is a real number (fluid level). In the graphical 
representation, a discrete place is drawn as a 
single circle while a continuous place is drawn 
with two concentric circles; T is a finite set of 
transitions, T∩P =∅ , that can be partitioned 
into a set TD of discrete transitions and a set TC 
of continuous transition, T =TD∪ TC , TD ∩ TC = 

. A discrete transition t∅ j∈TD is drawn as a 
black bar and continuous transition ti∈TC is 
drawn as a rectangle;  
•  Pre, Test and  respec-
tively is a forward flow, test and inhibition func-
tions.  is a discrete or continuous mul-
tiset over P. The backward flow function in the 
multisets of P is a

)(: PBagTPInh →×

)(PBag

)(: PBagPTPost →× , where 
define the set of arcs A and it describes the 
marking-dependent cardinality of arcs connect-
ing transitions with places and vice-versa. The A 
is partitioned into subsets: Ad, As, Ah, Ac and 
At. The subset Ad contains the discrete normal 
arcs which can be seen as a function  
Ad:(( )∪ ( ))  and the 
A

DD TP × DD PT ×
|| PIN+× IZ→

s: (( ) { ))  the con-
tinuous set of arcs. The arcs of A

DC TP × ∪ CD PT × ||PIR× IR→

d and As, are 
drawn as single arrows. The subset of discrete 
inhibitory arcs is Ah: ( TPD × )  or 
continuous inhibitory arcs which is A

|| PIN+× +→ IN

h: 
( ) . These arcs are drawn 
with a small circle at the end. The subset A

TPC × ||PIR× IR→

c 

defines the continuous flow arcs Ac: (( CC TP × ) 
(∪ CC PT × )) , and these arcs are 

drawn as double arrows to suggest a pipe. A test 
input arc A

||PIR× IR→

t is directed from a place of any kind 
to a transition of any kind, that At: 
( TPD × )  or ( )  
and are drawn as dotted single arrows. It does 
not consume the content of the source place. The 
arc of net is drawn if the cardinality is not iden-
tically zero and it is labeled next to the arc with 
a default value being 1. 

|| PIN+× +→ IN TPC × ||PIR× IR→

The IZ ,  and are the set of discrete inte-
ger, natural and real numbers, respectively; 

+IN IR

•   is the function-capacity of dis-
crete places and for each  this is repre-
sented by the minimum  and maximum ca-

pacity ,  which can 
contain an integer number of tokens, respec-
tively. By default  and being in-
finite value;  

+→ INPK Dp :

DPip ∈
min

ipK
max

ipK ≤0 max
ipK<

0min =
ipK

+∞<min
ipK

max
ipK

•  The  is the function-capacity of 
continuous places and  for each 

IRPK Cb →:

Ci Pp ∈ de-
scribes the fluid lower bound  and upper 
bounds  of fluid on each continuous place, 
that− . This  by de-
fault it is 

min
ix

max
ix

< ∞ max
ixmin

ix∞ +<< max
ix

∞ , and bound has no effect when it is 
set to infinity. Each continuous place has an 
implicit lower bound at level is 0;  
•  →× )(: PBagTG {True, False} is the guard 
function defined for each transition. For t∈T a 
guard function g(t, M) will be evaluated in each 
marking M, and if it evaluates to true, the transi-
tion may be enabled, otherwise t is disabled (the 
default value is true);  
•  Pri: TD +→IN  defines the priority functions for 
the firing of each transition. The enabling of a 
transition with higher priority disables all the 
lower priority transitions;                      
•  The current marking (state) value of a net de-
pends on the kind of place, and it is described by 
a pair of vectors M = (m, x), where the m: 
PD +→IN  and x: PC IR→  are marking functions of 
respectively type of places. The vector-column 
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),0,( Diiii Ppmpm ∈∀≥=m  with  is the 
number of tokens in discrete place, and it is 
represented by the black dots. The 

 is vector-column, 
where  is the fluid level  in continuous 
place , and it is the real number, that is al-
lowed to take also negative real value.  

ii pm

im

),,( min
Ckkkkk Pbxxbx ∈∀≥=x

kk bx kx

kb

The initial marking of net is M0 = (m0, x0). The 
vector m0 gives the initial marking of discrete 
places and the vector x0 gives the initial marking 
of fluid places;  
•  The set of discrete transitions TD is partitioned 
into  so that: T,D i iT T T T Tτ τ= ∪ ∩ =∅ τ   is a 
set of timed discrete transitions and Ti   is a set 
of immediate discrete transitions. The 
Pri(Ti)>Pri(Tτ ). Let T(M)  denote the set of en-
abled transitions in current marking  M = (m, x). 
A timed discrete transition t∈ Tτ is drawn as a 
black rectangle and has a firing delay 

+τ →× IRPBagT )(:θ  is associated to it, and this 
is can be marking dependent. Thus, a timed 
transitions  is enabled in current tan-
gible marking  it fires after delay

)M(Tt∈
M, ),( Mt
τ

θ . 
Note once again, we do allow the firing delay to 
be dependent on fluid levels; 
• →× IRPBagTW )(:

( )M

∑= ),(/),(),( MtwMtwMtq

• →× IRPBagTV )(:

T∈

  is the weight  function  
of immediate discrete transitions t

+i

j∈Ti, and this 
type of transition is drawn with a black thin bar 
and has a zero constant firing time. If several 
enabled immediate transitions  are 
scheduled to fire at the same time in vanishing 
marking M, the transitions t

j it T∈

k with the respective 
weights wk fire with probability: 

∈ )(MiTjt
jkk ; 

 is the marking 
dependent fluid rate function of timed 
continuous transitionsT . These rates appear as 
labels next to the continuous timed transitions. If 

 is enabled in tangible marking M it fires 
with rate V

+C

c

cit
i(M), that continuously change the 

fluid level of continuous place PC.                    
We denote the set of all markings (or the par-
tially discrete and partially continuous state 
space) of the net by CD RP IRINS ×= + . In the fol-

lowing we denote by SD and SC , S =SD∪ SC ,   
SD ∩ SC = ∅are  the discrete and the continuous 
component of the state space, respectively. The 
current marking M = (m, x) evolves in time. We 
denote the time byτ , and can think the marking 
M(τ ) at time τ as the marking process  ( )S τ =  
{ m(τ ),  x(τ ),τ >0 } of net.  
Upon firing, the discrete (respectively 
continuous) transition removes a specified 
number (quantity) of tokens (fluid) for each 
discrete (fluid) input place, and deposits a 
specified number (quantity) of tokens (fluid) for 
each discrete (fluid) output place. The levels of 
fluid places can change the enabling/disabling of 
continuous transitions;   
 
 

 
Figure 1. All the primitive of the GDPN  for-

malism. 
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Figure 1 summarizes the graphical 
representation of all the HPN primitives. 
The GDPN has five kinds of arcs; normal dis-
crete (continuous set) input/output arcs, flow 
(continuous) input/output arcs, discrete (con-
tinuous) inhibitory input arcs and discrete (con-
tinuous) test input arcs. A normal discrete (flow 
or continuous set) input arc (flow) is directed to 
a discrete (continuous) transition from a discrete 
place (flow place) from which it consumes re-
spectively a specified number of tokens (quanti-
ties of fluid) of the source place by firing of 
transition. An inhibitory and test input arc is di-
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rected from a place of any kind to a transition of 
any kind. It does not consume the content of the 
source place. These five arcs are called input 
arcs. A normal discrete (flow) output arc is di-
rected from a discrete (continuous) transition to 
a discrete (flow) place which it deposits a speci-
fied number of tokens (quantities of fluid) in 
each respectively output discrete (flow) place by 
firing of transition. 
Figure 2a and Figure 2b summarize the all pos-
sible ways of placing arcs in a GDPN net for   
discrete transition and continuous transition.  
 

 
Figure 2. All the possible ways of placing arcs 

in a net. 
 
The role of the previous set and functions will 
be clarified by providing the enabling and firing 
rules. Let us denote by mi the i-th component of 
the vector m, i.e., the number of tokens in dis-
crete place pi when the marking is m, (and xk de-
note the k-th component of the vector x, i.e., the 
fluid level in fluid place pk   when the continuous 
marking is x). 
Enabling and Firing of Transitions.  Given 
a , we denote  
the input and  out-
put set places of , and with 

Tt j ∈ }0),(Pr:{ >∈=•

jiij tpePpt
}0),(:{ >∈=•

jiij tpPostPpt

jt

}0),(:{ >∈= jiij tpInhPpto  the inhibition and 
}0),(:{* >∈= jiij tpTestPpt  the test set places of 

transition , respectively. Also, in following we 
denote by 

jt

Ck Tu ∈  the continuous transitions and 
by Ck Pb ∈  the continuous places can be distinct 
it between discrete transitions and continuous 
places, respectively. 
Let T(M) the set o enabled transitions in current 
marking M. We say that a discrete transition 

)(MTt Dj ∈ is enabled in current marking M if the 
following logic expression (enabling condition 

) is verified: )( jd tec

t1
p1

p2
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The transition )(MTt Dj ∈ fire if no other transi-
tion t )(MTDk ∈  with higher priority has enabled. 
Also, we say that a continuous transition   

)(MTu Cj ∈ is enabled and continuously fire in 
current marking M if the following logic expres-
sion (the enabling condition ) is verified: )( jc u

&)0()(

ec

( >∧=
•∈∀

i
ub

jc
ji

xuec <∧ m((

&)),( upInh &)),((( upTestm ≥
∈∀

k
up jk

o

jk * jll
up jl

∧
∈∀

<∧
∈∀

k
ub jk

o
x(( &)),( ubInh ),( Mtg

&)),((( ubTestx ≥

jk j & 

* jll
ub jl

∧
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)((( )),( uxPostVxK jnjnb
ub jn

⋅≥−∧
•∈∀

 

and no transition with higher priority has con-
cession.  
If an immediate discrete transition has conces-
sion in marking M = (m, x), it is enabled and the 
marking is vanishing. Otherwise, the marking is 
tangible and any timed discrete transition with 
concession is enabled in it. 
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An immediate discrete transition  enabled in 
marking M=(m, x) yields a new vanishing mark-
ing M ’=(m’, x. We can write (m, x) [t

jt

j >(m’, x). 
If the marking M = (m, x) is tangible, fluid could 
continuously flow through the flow arcs Ac of 
enabled continuous transitions into or out of 
fluid places. As a consequence of this, a transi-
tion tc is enabled at M iff for every  
x(p

,cc tp •∈

c)>0, and its enabling degree is: 
enab(tc ,M)= {x(p

tpc
•∈

min c)/Pre(pc, tc)}. 

In the GDPN, the potential rate )(Miβ of change 
of fluid level in place  i Cp P∈  in marking cur-
rent M is given by: 
        β i(M) = ,  , ,

( )
[ ( ) ( )

k

k i i k
t T M

V M V M
∈

−∑  ]

i

where for any given  ,   is an in-
put fluid rate of fluid place

k Ct T∈ , ( )k iV M

Cp P∈ , ( )i k

( )M

 and V M  
is an output fluid rate of this place. We allow the 
firing rates and the enabling functions of the 
timed discrete transitions, the firing speeds and 
enabling functions of the timed continuous tran-
sitions, and arc cardinalities to be dependent on 
the current state of the GDPN, as defined by the 
marking τ . 
In the following, we describe the Visual Hybrid 
Petri Nets (VHPN) software tool for visual simu-
lation of GDPN models.  
 
3. VHPN tool overview 
 
VHPN is a window-based, object-oriented tool, 
in which elements typical of hybrid Petri net 
models (places, transitions, and arcs) are ma-
nipulated under the assistance of basic syntacti-
cal rules that prevent the construction of incor-
rect models.  This tool is designed with a broad 
functionality: it contains a large number of vari-
ous extensions to stochastic and timed hybrid 
Petri nets that have been proposed, user-defined 
place and transition rewards, place capacities, 
discrete and continuous arc marking-dependent 
multiplicities, firing marking-dependent firing 
discrete and flows rates, single and infinite-
server transitions, and memory policies. 
The model drawn using the interface is inter-
nally translated into several files that are how-
ever completely transparent to the user.  

The representation of GDPN model is thus the 
object to which all the command provided by the 
Graphical User Interface (GUI). The GUI is 
shown in Figure 3. 
Heaving specified the GDPN models , it can be 
saved into a data-base from which it can be re-
trieved for any subsequent use. 

 
Figure 3. Graphical User Interface of VHPN. 

 

The simulation of a GDPN model is performed 
in VHPN by first constructing the model on the 
screen of a graphical workstation using the fa-
cilities provided by the graphical user interface. 
Once that the simulation model has been speci-
fied, a debugging phase must take place to in-
sure that it is first syntactically, and then seman-
tically correct. Finally, the actual simulation is 
performed of the model are collected and ana-
lyzed to obtain estimates for the performance 
indexed that are relevant for the study.  
Constructing GDPN models consists of drawing 
places and transitions connected by arcs. This is 
made possible by VHPN that provides a drawing 
board where graph nodes of GDPN selected 
from a menu of basic objects can be deposited. 
To facilitate the drawing of graphically well or-
gani-zed models, a grid can be superimposed on 
its corners. Discrete direct (fluid and continuous 
set) arcs that can be of input, output, and dis-
crete (continuous) test and inhibition type con-
nect nodes. They are drawn selecting first the 
origin node, and subsequently the destination 
node. Arcs behave as rubber-bands and can look 
like segmented lines though the use of interme-
diate points. Objects deposited on the drawing 
board can be repositioned by dragging them 
around with usual point-and-select methods. 
Arcs stick to the origin and destination nodes so 
that moving nodes affects connecting arcs as 
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well. To make the model look nicer, segmented 
arcs can be turned into continuous (curved) lines 
by means of a spline option that smooths their 
angles. Group of elements (subnets) can be 
graphically manipulated as a single object using 
a multiple selection option which then allows to 
move all the elements of a group. Selected 
groups of elements can be removed from the 
drawing with a single operation. 
An important aspect of timed GDPN models is 
the specification of the initial making of the net 
that is relevant both as the starting point for the 
future simulation experiment, and as the specifi-
cation that provides additional meaning to cer-
tain elements of the net and thus identifies the 
set of possible states of the model. The initial 
marking is obtained editing a lace element pa-
rameter to specify the number of tokens or fluid 
level that is initially contained in each type 
place. A default value of zero tokens is intro-
duced to make the specification of the initial 
marking quicker. The specification of the model 
is completed with the definition of the parame-
ters and of the performance indexes relevant for 
the study. All the transitions of the net possess 
default parameter values that can be modified 
with simple editing actions. When indications 
exist that the model will be used for several 
studies in which the effect of the variation of 
certain parameters will be investigated, these 
parameters can be specified as variables, using 
the VHPN object inspector.  
 
4. Visual simulation of timed GDPN  
 
The specification of a model using a GDPN 
based formalism has the advantage of an explicit 
representation of the relations among the differ-
ent models of the net (interconnections) and of 
the activities that are currently taking place (to-
kens and/or fluid). Moreover the dynamics of 
the model is completely represented by the 
movement of such tokens. Advanced graphics 
allows exploit these advantages recognizing 
their importance in the description of a model 
and in the understanding of its behaviour. 
Visual simulation is a method that exploits the 
graphical description of the model to show the 
dynamic evolution that takes place during its 
simulation directly on the graphical representa-

tion. Static graphical facilities are used to de-
scribe the topology of the GDPN model. The 
dynamic graphical facilities are used to visualize 
the movement of the tokens (fluid), to provide 
snapshots of the model, and to represent the 
evaluation of computed performance. Visual 
simulation is very useful during the early stage 
of the construction of a model since it represents 
a powerful tool for its debugging. Moreover, the 
animation of a correct simulation model may 
provide important insights on the behavior of the 
actual system, especially because of the possibil-
ity of highlighting particular evolution patterns 
that may be crucial for the good (or bad) behav-
ior of the system, but difficult to deduce from 
average performance indexes obtained with 
standard methods. . The simulation is a stochas-
tic experiment in which is performed to achieve 
necessary data. Also in this mode the user can 
see consecutive change of markings in the nets, 
exalted transitions and other aspects of Petri net 
principles, which makes this analysis mode 
more educative and attractive for those new to 
Petri nets formalism.  
VHPN at the moment is still in the development 
stage and some its modules, or even most of its 
structure can undergo considerable changes. But 
the idea of building a user-friendly, handy tool 
for analyzing stochastic and timed GDPN. Algo-
rithms of functioning of the editor of a GDPNs 
and the inspector of objects are tool complex 
and insignificant in a theme of the given degree 
work and consequently here to not be consid-
ered. Let's consider algorithm of functioning of 
a simulator of a network. Feigning represents the 
process of a net in real time, also in a mode of 
accelerated or slowed down time. Feigning be-
gins with initial marks (which it is restored after 
end of process). By means of process of simula-
tion it is possible evidently representing the 
process of transition of a timed GDPN of one 
condition in another, also to check correctness of 
functioning and to collect the various informa-
tion in real-time. As some transitions can be in 
the conflict before the operation, of each follow-
ing transition there is a check on his opening.  
The computation of the marking-dependent flow 
rate across a continuous arc (the continuous 
throughput), requires a more detailed analyses. 
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A problem arises when the fluid level reaches 
one of the boundary conditions. Consider the 
input fluid places  and the output fluid 

places of a continuous transition
ji ub •∈

•∈ jk ub Cj Tu ∈ , 

and the actual fluid levels of this places are 
respectively  and . max

ii
min
i xxx << max

kk
min
k xxx <<

We require that for every transition Cj Tu ∈ : 

and 

, 

. The actual fluid rate

)}u,b(ePr/)xx({min ji
min
iibj

i

−=δ
∀

)}b,u(Post/)xx({min kj
max
kkbj

k

−=ε
∀

}/{min jjbj
k

εδ=η
∀

∗
jV  of 

a continuous transition Cj Tu ∈  is determinate in 

the following: if ( jj V<η ) then else jjV η=∗

jj VV =∗ , where Vj is potential flow rate function 
of this continuous transitions. 
In the case of structural and effective conflicts, 

1>• |b| i  these are solved using the priority se-
mantic or proportional semantic [1]. 
For example we consider the fluid place Ci Pb ∈  
with fluid level , multiple inputs max

ii
min
i xxx <<

ib}u,u{ •∈42 , and outputs  
continuous transitions with the potential flow 
rate V

•∈ ib}u,u{ 31

j.  
Let and)b,u(PostV ijjj ⋅=α )b,u(ePrV ikkk ⋅=β , 
i = 2,4 and k =1,3. If 3142 β+β<α+α , the fluid 
level as function of the time decreases with rate 

, until it reaches the 
boundary value . From this point on, the 
potential flow rate is set to 0 and place b

)()( 3142 β+β−α+α
min
ii xx =

i re-
mains constantly empty. In order to compute the 
flow throughput along the arcs, the individual 
flow rates along each arc must be redefined in 
such a way that the difference between input and 
output rates remains equal to 0. By renaming the 
new output flow rates , different seman-
tics can be adopted [1] to redistribute the flow 
rate such the following relation is verified: 

. Under a priority seman-
tic, the input flows are used to saturate the out-
put flows in a predefined order. If for example 
the transition u

∗∗ β+β 31

)()( ∗∗ β+β=α+α 3142

1 has priority over the u3, 
, then: if )u(iPr}u(iPr 31 > 142 β≤α+α )( , 

then and ; if 421 α+α=β∗ 03 =β∗
421 α+α<β  

31 β+β≤  then and . 
Under a proportional semantic instead, the input 
flow is proportioned in away that keeps constant 
the ratio between the output flows, that is: 

11 β=β∗
1423 β−α+α=β∗

)/()(kk 3142 β+βα+α⋅β=β∗ , k = 1, 3. 
Simulation is started from the separate form of a 
Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. The form of simulation in VHPN. 

 

The description of the form: START - start of a 
network on simulation; RESTART - start of a 
network on simulation with restoration of initial 
marking; STOP - stops of simulation, can be 
continued by button START; Time - modeling 
time; the Toddler - sets speed of simulation; 
Close - to close a Window. The panel for crea-
tion of diagrams as a chosen parameter is dis-
played in the diagram. For a choice of parameter 
all over again it is necessary to choose an object, 
then his parameter and press the button Add 
graph. For displaying a part of the form with 
diagrams press " Show > > > ". If the diagrams 
are not necessary at present it is possible to hide 
them, pressing " Hide < < < " to a Figure 4. If 
the diagram is used for inserting into a report or 
in another program, it can be done with the help 
of the buttons "Save to file" - preservation of the 
diagram in a file of a format name.bmp or copy 
to clipboard - to copy in the buffer of an ex-
change. The Simulator supports all types of ob-
jects realized in the program.  
The step of time simulation gets out automati-
cally, on the following rule: The minimal step: = 
MAXINT; For all transitions the beginning: If 
transition time that temp: = 1/Rate; If transition 
continuous that temps: = 1; If temp < Minimal 
step then Minimal step: = temp; The end.  
However, it may occurrence the situations when 
only immediate transitions are enabled. Then time 
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costs on a place and if in this case there is even 
one enabled timed transition, it will not be fired. 
When a discrete or continuous transition fires, to-
kens or fluid will be symbolically moved along the 
input arcs from the input places to the transition 
and along the output arcs from the transition to the 
output places, according to the various arc multi-
plicities. Viewing the simulation visualization in 
this manner significantly enhances the user’s un-
derstanding of the nets dynamic behavior, and is 
very useful in presentations to non-specialists and 
of course for functional verifying (debugging) the 
model behavior. 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
In this paper we have discussed the possibility of 
timed GDPN models to study the performance 
characteristics of hybrid systems. When dealing 
with real cases, it often happens that the HPN 
models tend to become very complex. In these 
cases GDPN models can be used as formal speci-
fication of system and automatically translated 
into detailed simulation programs in order to esti-
mate performance result. 
The construction and the analysis of complex 
timed GDPN models can only be done with the 
help of powerful automatic tools such as the user-
friendly software VHPN tool whose performance 
modeling facilities and software architecture have 
been illustrated in this paper. 
The integration within the same interface of the 
graphical facilities for the model construction, of 
the structural analysis algorithms for model valida-
tion, and of the control panels for performing the 
visual and interactive  simulation, emphasizes the 
importance of including in a simulation experi-
ment both validation and evaluation aspects of 
timed GDPN models .  
The animation of the model, performed only when 
desired by the user, appears to be a powerful tool 
that complements the structural results for the 

debugging and tuning of the models used for the 
performance analysis.  
Already VHPN is used in educational process; it 
gives students a grasp of timed hybrid Petri net 
principles, introducing them into world for 
performance evaluation of computer systems and 
communication networks.  
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